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I. INTRODUCTION

1 :1 . Gctleral intl.od~rction
VENTILATION is necessary in buildings in order
to maintain low odour levels and to remove carbon
dioxide and replace oxygen. An unfortunate
additional effect is that, in a heated building, heat
is lost with the foul air.
Odour removal techniques are available and may
in some cases be economical, but in many building
types in this country, it is the case and will continue
to be the case, that heat loss is intimately tied to
odour removal.
Satisfactory ventilation rates can often be
achieved by a ' natural' system in which the
pressure differential due to wind or the stack effect
(or a combination of both) is used to drive the air,
and some control is provided by manual setting of
openings (e.g. windows). The use of a natural
ventilation system means that the ventilation rate
and hence a substantial proportion of the heat loss
from the building, is as much at the mercy of the
user and the local weather conditions as it is under
the control of the designer. This, in turn, means
that a satisfactory knowledge c)f ventilation rates as
they are found to occur in buildings in use is necessary both for adequate tllcttnal assessment of
existing buildings and for tlic tl1cl.1nl11
design of new
buildings.
As a preliminary in an asso\\rncat of the thermal
performance of the ' solar Itc~i~trd
' St. George's
School, Wallasey[l], this llnit has surveyed
available techniques of vcntllation measurement
and this paper is a summary IIT the survey.
The nteusurement of rrtr/irrrrl t>cntilation of
buildings-Although there nrc n number of papers
describing techniques and results of experiments on
the measurement of naturnl ventilation, no comprehensive survey has been published. This paper
is.concerned with techniques, but since the suitability of a technique depctlds lo 8trlne extent on the
quantity it is to determine, some results are also
mentioned.
There are three principal sections : Tracer
techniques are dealt with at some length because of
their widespread use and ohvieus advantages;
measurement of low airspccrls is s large subject and
the second section is restricted lo short descriptions
of the various types of (non-tracer) instruments;
the use of models is a well-established practice in
many fields of fluid flow and this section attemps to
state the basic requirements and to describe the
limitations of the method ns it hns been applied to
natural ventilation investigations.

1:2. The concept of a ventilalior~rate
The concept of a ventilation rate, as so many
room air changes per hour, is somewhat misleading,
especially where natural ventilation is concerned.
It is not without its uses as a crude indication of the
' fresh ' air flow into a room or building but it is,

unfortunately, easily open to misinterpretation and
misuse.
The mixing of incoming air with the air already
in a room (or building) falls in practice between the
two extremes of perfect (i.e, instantaneous, homogeneous) mixing and no mixing (which may imply
no air change if the fresh air by-passes the old, or
complete changes if the new drives the old before it).
Thus the ' air change rate ' usually quoted (i.e. the
incoming air per hour expressed in terms of the
volume of the room) does not correspond to the
number of times per hour that the room air is
changed. This would only be so if the incoming air
drove tile ' old ' air out before it, which is not
generally speaking a good approximation to the
airflow in naturally ventilated buildings. In fact, it
has been noted[2] that if the mixing is 'perfect ', one
air change changes about 63 per cent of the room
air.
If the mixing is not hon~ogeneous(which is almost
certain to be the case with hole-building studies
especially with closed internal doors) the ventilation
rate of one region will not be the same as at all
other regions and an overall rate is useful only for
a limited range of applications (it may be useful for
determiningthe total heat londrequired,for example,
but useless for showing how the heating should be
distributed through a building). There is also a
tendency to assume that a given air change rate is
of thesame thermal importance in spaces of different
shapes and sizes. But when, for example, heat flour
from the surfaces of the enclosure is important, this
is not so. It is possible. indeed almost certain if the
whole range ofpossiblcwind directions is taken into
account, that in studics of a room or group of
rooms, some of the incoming air will have come
from some other part of the building and thus have
different thermal and hygienic properties from air
from the outside. In this case, the apparent ventilation rate is misleading as is any calculated rate
which does not take into account this influx.
A more realistic measure is the trat~sferindex
between two points as described by Lidwell[3].
This is a measure of the movement of air between
two points. It would obviously be impossible to
determine this index for all possible pairs of points
but it is possible to determine tfie general flow
pattern qualitatively and then to measure the most
important transfer indices quantitatively.
In
practice, of course, measurement techniques demand
that indices must be measured between two regions,
albeit small, and not between points. The size of
these regions can be chosen with regard to the detail
required for any particular application. In particular, transfer indices may be determined between
rooms or between a room and the outside, and this
has been done implicitly whenever corrections have
been made for recirculation[4-61. These transfer
indices between large regions are the components
of the apparent ventilation rate and in most
instances knowledge of these components is more

important than the crude rate itself. Small-region
transfer indices have been used in the study of
infection in hospital ~ a r d s [ 7 ] and operating
theatres, and could be applied to the study of the
homogeneity or otherwise of ventilation.
Both ventilation rates and transfer indices change
with conditions of usage and meteorological conditions. While the variations of ventilation rate with
meteorological conditions are widely appreciated
and several workers have noted this quantitatively
or qualitatively for particular buildings or parts of
buildings[4-6, 8-18] very few observations of ventilation under conditions of normal usage have been
published[4, 131.
It would seem likely that the intra-building airflow and hence the transfer indices could vary considerably with variations of either of these groups
of conditions and that not only would the apparent
ventilation rate change, but also the relative importance of its components. Thus, while it has not been
established that the apparent ventilation rate is
misleading in these circumstances, the possibility
cannot be ruled out unless the transfer indices are
known to be unaffected to any appreciable extent
by changes in meteorological conditions or the
conditions of usage (the latter may be influenced by
the former-control
of windows is obviously
partially weather-dependent, while air movement
from room to room, for example, is much less so).
11. TRACER GAS TECHNIQUJ33

11:I. I~ltroduction
The use of tracer gases to measure ventilation
rates is well known and has been practised on many
occasions. Indeed, it is very difficult to see what
alternative method could rival it for ease of producing readings in the field. For these reasons, this
section is of some length and more detailed than the
sections on other methods. The list of references is
believed to be fairly comprehensive and although
most of them are in English, their origins are widespread.
The section is subdivided into the following subsections :
11:2.-A summary of the various methods that have
been proposed for inferring features of the ventilation from observations of tracer gases: namely the
methods of rate of decay; equilibrium concentration; transfer index; steady concentration. The
more important advantages and disadvantages are
given.
1I:3.-Since several of these methods imply assumptions about the mixing of air in rooms, this section
describes th? processes involved, and the results of
their action, as far as can be deduced from the
observations made by various authors.
I1 :4.-A brief summary of other types of processes
which may complicate the use of tracers.
11:s.-A short account of the types of experimental
error which are likely to occur when the various
methods are used.

I1 :6.-Descriptions of the more commonly used
concentration measuring techniques and of some
other methods that have been used or suggested.
lI:7.-In tabular form. estimates of accuracies and
comparisons of different methods extracted from
the literature.
II:8.-A comparison of tracer gases for use in
occupied areas, including crude cost estimates.
II:9.-A summary of references.
The need for the presence of an experimenter (or
experimenters) in the place of investigation or of a
good deal of plumbing to introduce tracer and
extract samples has led some people[l2, 181 to
make a series of tests to obtain a correlation between
ventilation and some more easily recorded quality,
such as window opening. This clearly has advantages, especially for continuous recording, in
occupied rooms, but on the other hand may not
always be reliable due to imperfect correlation.

1

I1 :2. Tracer nlethods
II:2(a). Rare of decay method-In this method, a
quantity of tracer is released either at a number of
points in a room or at one point near a low speed
fan. The purpose of the fan or the numerous release
points is to produce a uniform (or near-uniform)
concentration throughout the room. The concentration decay is then exponential (assuming perfect
mixing-see
for example [16] or [19]) and by
sampling the air at several times the apparent
ventilation rate can be determined.
Since mixing is never perfect (as is shown by the
need to mix the tracer artificially) measurements
made at one point in a room may not be reliable.
In practice, one of three techniques is used to offset
this :
(i) Air is sampled at several points, mixed and the
combined concentration used to determine the
decay rate.
(ii) Decay rates are found at several.points in a
'trial run' and the position giving a rate nearest
the mean is used for further measurements.
Sometimes the mean rate at the three ' best '
positions is used.
(iii) Decay rates are found at several points, and
their mean determined.
If the mean rate is required, (ii) and (iii) are
estimates of it, with (iii) having the better reliability.
The estimate given by (i) is subject to a timedependent bias error. As time goes on, this
estimate tends to the slowest rate of the various
sampling positions.
With imperfect mixing, different parts of a room
will lose tracer at different rates. In these conditions,
if there is a transfer of tracer between two such
regions, the apparent ventilation rate of the region
receiving tracer tends to the lower of the two rates.
Extension of this model leads one to suppose that
estimates of the mean rate are likely to be underestimates.
A
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.Ad\sntages
( I ) The nicthod and thc analysis of results are relatively
simple and the period over which mcasurcmcnts have to be
laken is not unduly long.
Disadvantages
(1) Doubt about the accuracy of the measured rate or
average rate (systematic errors).
(2) Sometimes (for example, when there is a relatively
large flow into enclosed spaces such as furniture) the decay
of tracer is non-exponential. In this case, the fitting of an
exponential decay curve to the data is difficult.
(3) T o obtain uniform concentration at the start of a test
requires either complicated pipework and many release
points, or artificially stirring the air, whic1-r may alter the
prevailing conditions.
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112(b) Equilibrilon conce~zt~~alioll
~il~~lhod-lf
the
tracer is emitted continuously at a uniforni rate, the
concentration at any point in the room will
approach an equilibrium value if conditions are
steady. With perfect mixing, this equilibrium would
be the same at all points. Knowing the emission
rate of tracer and the equilibrium concentration,
the ventilation rate can easily be cillculated. If the
mixing is not perfect, the concentr~lionwill vary
from point to point and under these conditions, the
concentration is proportional to tlle trtlrlsfer index
(see II:2(c)) from the point of emission lo the measuring points, for any given rate of emission.
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Advantages
(1) A straightforward single measurrllirlit i b a~llficientif
perfect mixing occurs.
(2) The transfer index from the tracc! lrl~trsc1>19iirl to any
point in the room can be measured, and clnl! olie detector is
needed.
Disadvantages
(1) A long time (of the order of several 1lout.s) is usually
needed before equilibrium is approached. As a result of this,
more tracer is needed per test than the olhrr methods.
(2) Errors due to non-static conditions of weather and
room usage are more likely to occur and dillicl~l~ies
may arise
in ensuring a constant rate of gas eniiualoll.
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The transfer inrles tcc~linique-The

' transfer index ' bctween two points or ' index of
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exposure to contamination', as i t is calleil in studies
of infection, was proposed as a nleiisure of ventilation by 0. M. Lidwell in 1960. I~tlsicirily,the technique is to determine the time integrnl of tracer
concentration at one point following the liberation
of unit volume of tracer at another. l'he index thus
found is a function of the position of both points
but does not depend on any assu~nptior~s
of perfect
mixing. (Note that the value of tlie irldex from A to
B will not, in general, be the same us the index from
B to A and that it is possible for the index to be
greater than unity when mixing is lint perfect.)
The reciprocal of the transfer index has the
dimensions of a ventilation rate and Ididwell calls it
the ' effective ventilation '. If perfect mixing occurs,
the effective ventilation is the rate of supply of fresh
air that would be deduced either from the rate of
decay of the tracer or from its equilibrium concen-

tsation. I n the latter case. evcn \\ilhout perfect
mixing, the equilibrium concentration at a point,
divided bj, the rate of emission of trilcer is the salne
as the transfer index from the point of emission to
the point of measurement.
The procedure adopted is to release a known
volume of gas at one point and to sample the
concentration at several other points. I t is necessary
to know the
of tracer existing before
the start of the test (which may be a naturally
occurring concentration, or tracer remaining from
It previoustest).
In principle, the concentration integral can be
measured directly by an accurl~~~lative
detector from
a sample drawn continuously at a uniform rate
throughout the test (bearing in mind that the actual
removal of tracer by the
apparatus must
be insignificant). This technique has been used. but
has the practical drawback that since the concentration eventually declines slowly to the background
level, a long sampling time is required to reduce
cut-off errors.
Lidwell shortened the rne:lsurement time by
recording the tracer concentri~tioncontinuously and
applying a cut-off correction based on the assumption that the final decay is exponential. In fact, this
exponential decay is the quantity measured in the
rate-of-decay technique.
In particular cases, it may be possible to draw
inferences about the circulation and recirculation
of air from particular concentrationitime plots (for
example, a series of peaks indicating that the same
sample of tracer is recirculatillg, will enable the
circulation time to be found,
the relative
broadening of the peaks is nn indication of the
mixing present).
Advantages
(1) The derived quantity is meaningful without the need
to make hypotheses about mixing.
Disadvantages
(1) Many measurement positions are needed to determine
the ventilation in one room (but this is reflected in the extra
gained).

(2) Either a long time interval or frequent (or c o n t i n ~ ~ o u s )
of concentrations RrC required.

11:2(d). Steady conccnrr~rion metlrod-This is
really a variation of the equilibrium concentration
and transfer index methods although it predates
the latter in the literature. Tracer is injected at one
point and the concentration at some other point is
measured. The tracer injection is controlled so as
to give a steady, known concentration at the
measurement point. Ideally this is done automatically. Then, if the concentration at tl-q detection point and the mean rate of the tracer injection
when the concentration is static are known, the
transfer index can be calculated. I f perfect mixing
is assumed, the ventilation rate can also be evaluated. Apparently, the only attempts to use the
method have used water vapour, which is by no
means an ideal tracer.
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(1) N o mixing hypothesis is inbnhed.

(2) The c q ~ ~ ~ l i b r i uconcentration
ni
can be predetermined
and is reached more rapidly than in the equilibriilm concentration method.

(3) When the steady state is achieved, the methods of the
equilibrium concentration technique may be applied.
Disadvanfages
(1) More con~plicatedapparatus for gas release will be
needed than for other methods.

(2) Only one transfer index can be evaluated at a time(see advantage 3 for ways of overcoming this at the expense
of more equipment).

(3) There is almost certain to be a lag between tracer
injection and change of concentration at the detector and
this can introduce error and oppose the attainment of a
steady concentration.

II:3. Mising processes in a room
The assumption of perfect mixing of incoming
air with air already in a room is often made in
ventilation rate estimations. The majority of
workers who have used tracer techniques to
estimate ventilation rates have concerned themselves with ' average ' rates estimated from the
mean decay rate in various parts of a room. For
this technique to be possible, it is necessary to be
able to produce a near-uniform tracer concentration
throughout the room initially. If this is not so, the
movement of tracer within the room will affect the
estimate. Since the accuracy to which this assumption holds underpins the validity of the concept of
a single ventilation rate and its estimation, it is of
fundamental importance to have reliable estimates
of its truth or otherwise. Knowledge of the relative
importance of the various possible influences would
enable the desired properties of a tracer gas to be
more confidently predicted. Unfortunately, no
comprehensive study of intra-room mixing appears
to have bccn published. The following account is
therefore largely based on circumstantial evidence
from observations made by various people in the
course of their studies, for it would be untrue to say
that these investigators had dismissed the question
out of hand.
II:3(a). Con~parisonof rheprocesses 1t3kiclltnay be
important -Molecular diffusion is too slow a
process to be directly responsible for any appreciable part of mixing on a whole-room scale. It has
been calculated[20] that the most rapidly diffusing
gas, hydrogen, requires over an hour to reach
95 per cent of its final concentration (in air) at a
point 73 ft above a layer of gas. (However, a point
7 t in. from the source wbuld attain 95 per cent of its
final concentration in about -5 min.) When compared with observed times of 20 min or less for
tracer concentration to become 'acceptably
uniform ' throughout a room, it is apparent that
there must be other processes, at least three times
faster at work.
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In almost calm, thermally stable atmospheric
conditions, eddy diffusivities greater than the
molecular diffusivities by frictors of about lo3 have
been observed[l6]. However, even in Beaufort 1
ninds (which are almost calm by atmospheric
standards) the air speeds are an order of magnitude
greater than air speeds in naturally ventilated
rooms. Differences of velocity of this order are
likely to reduce the eddy diffusivity appreciably.
That diffusion is present to a significant extent is
demonstrated by the relatively good mixing of small
quantities of tracer with air. For example, if
hydrogen, released into air remained as a ' bubble '
of high concentration, the potential energy due to
its density difference from the air would be much
larger than the kinetic energy of convection currents
and stratification would take place. Only at low
concentrations can this be overcome and the fact
that observed vertical concentration gradients in the
absence of artificial mixing are small, shows that
while the tendency for stratification is present,
mixing is sufficient to reduce it greatly.
Thermally induced currents in excess of 20 ft/min
have been measured[2] in rooms in the absence of
any measurable ventilation rate. At the same time
air speeds in other parts of the room were as low as
3 ft/min. Other workers[6] observed that about
6 min was sufficient time for uniform mixing in
similar circumstances. This gives 18 ft and over
120 ft respectively as the extreme values of path
lengths of gas. Such path lengths tens of feet long
are clearly large enough to carry out the distribution
of the tracer, and the question which next arises is
whether the currents circulate throughout the whole
room. The airflow patterns noted by these workers
show a marked tendency foi a relatively rapid
circulation around the surfaces of the room, and
generally slow ' eddying ' of air movements elsewhere. Van Straaten[21] thinks a 3 in. boundary
layer likely at low air change rates (from observations of the temperature gradient near walls[22]).
Lidwell[7] observed a circulation time of about
4 min in a room and noted that acetone needed
about five times this to attain a fairly uniform
concentration.
At normal ventilation rates, this pattern still
seems to be basically true, although the upper limit
of possible airspeed is increased and additional
flows and counter-flows across the room may be
introduced. ' High-speed ' draughts and ' through
ventilation ' at high ventilation rates have been
noted to upset the near uniformity of conditions
and so presumably change the airflow pattern
significantly.
These observations suggest that a circulation of
air currents around a room, due to convection or
other causes, is the principal transport mechanism,
with eddy or molecular diffusion (or both)
providing smaller scale mixing.
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Esperittletital obscri~ariot~s
of tllr trt~iforI 3
inity of t~lixit~g-Willax and Maier-Leibnitz[23]
defined an airchange factor b as

['

C.dt

b = -------

c.dt

wuhcre
C is the actual concentration of a tracer
a_nd
C is the concentration for perfect mixing.

They introduced a radio-active tracer into the inlet
air of a test room and observed values of b from
about 0.90 to 1.25.
Unfortunately, the eflective air change rate is not
easily deduced from the factor (and the valuc of the
factor usually changes with time even with steady
air change, because mixing is imperfect). Over long
time intervals or when the interval covers most of
the build-up and decay of concentration, the filctor
becomes close to the ratio of the actual transfer
index (from air inlet to measuring site) to the index

which would result from perfect mixing. I t is also,
in these conditions, the ratio of the ventilation rate
with perfect mixing, to the effective ventilation
observed. That is to say, the factor is an indicator
of the effectiveness with which old air is replaced by
new.
Table 1 shows the variations of apparent ventilation rate observed by various investigators in
different parts of rooms. Although part of these
differences can undoubtedly be blamed on experimental errors, the data given by Roux and Van
Straaten[22] shows that there are also systematic
variations from place to place. In one series of
19 tests, using three points in the same room, the
apparent ventilation rate at one site was never less
than the mean, while at the other two sites it was
never greater than the mean value. In another,
similar series of 14 tests there was an average
(algebraic) difference between two sites of 5 per cent
of the mean rate.

Table 1. Observedvariations of appnrent ~~rt~lilntion
rate withposition in a room, by the rate of decay method
Gas and measurement
technique

Mcan rate
(ch/h)

Maximum observed
variation from mean

Observer

(%I
(i) Tracer not mixed
Hz katharometer
Hz katharometer
Hz katharometer
Hz katharometer

(ii) Tracer mixed irr initially
Hz katharometer
Hz katharometer
Hz katharometer
COZchemical analysis
COZchemical analysis
COZchemical analysis
COZchemical analysis
C02chemical analysis
GOzchemical analysis
CO Infra-red absorption

7.15
6.62

3,Rb
2.12
7.25
7.75
0.3--0.0
0*53

1 e37
3.30
3.42

4aHH
7.1 5
0.52

13
4
3
14

Marley [24]
Van Straaten[21]
Van Straaten[21]
Van Straaten[21]

3
3
0
13
4
2
3
2
7
6

Marley [24]
Marley [24]
Van Straaten[21]
Renbourn et al. [I 61
Renbourn et a1.[16]
Renbourn et a1.[16]
Renbourn et a!.[] 6)
Renbourn et a1.[16]
Renbourn et al.[l6]
Oppl and Vasak[25]

(iii) Tracer di.~tribufcdrhrougholtr roonr n,irhorrtfan mixing
Hz kathnromcter
0.7
0 (<7)
Hz katharometer
0H
12
Hz katharometer
0.9
11*
Hz katharometer
1.0
lo*
Hz katharometer
1.1
27*
Hz katharometer
1.2
8*
Hz katharometer
1.3
0 (<4)
Hz katharometer
1 .4
0 (<4)
Hz katharometer
1a 9
6*
Hz katharometer
1.6
6*
Hz katharometer
f .B
5*
Hz katharometer
2.3
0 (<3)
Hz katharometer
2.5
8
Hz katharometer
2.6
0
Hz katharometer
2.9
0 (12)
H2 katharometer
3.3
6
HZ katharometer
4.3
0 (<2)
Hz katharometer
4.9
0 (<I)
H2 katharometer
5.5
o(<l)
HZ katharometer
7.1
1*
H2 katharometer
9.8
0 (<0.1)

R o w and Van Straatenf221
Roux and Van Straatenl221
Roux and Van Straatcnl221
R o w and Van Straatenl221
Roux and Van Straaten[22]
Roux and Van Straaten[22]
Roux and Van Straaten[22]
Roux and Van Straaten[22]
Roux and Van Straaten[22]
Roux and Van Straaten[22]
Roux and Van Straaten(221
Roux and Van Straaten[22]
Roux and Van Straaten(221
Roux and Van Straaten[22]
Roux and Van Straatenf221
Roux and Van Straaten(221
Roux and Van Straaten[22]
Roux and Van Straatenl221
Roux and Van Straaten[22]
Roux and Van Straaten[22]
Roux and Van StraatenfZZ]

* Worst case of a number of tests.
N.B. These variations may be due to imperfect mixing or measurement errors.
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11 :4(a). Rate of decaj n~erhod-Apart from problems ofa non-uniform rate,otlicrnon-instrumental
difficulties can arise. These fall into the following
categories :
(i) Loss of tracer other than by ventilation.
(ii) Removal of tracer at a different rate to that
of air (but by the same process)
(iii) Uncontrolled production of tracer
(iv) Recirculation of air and tracer via cupboards
and adjoining rooms.
(i), (ii) and (iii) change the amount of tracer present
and may alter the shape of the decay curve. (iv)
usually has the effect of making the decay nonexponential and thus making the rate difficult to
determine.
(i) Loss of tracer other than by ventilation.
This can occur in a number of ways:
(a) Condensation: if the tracer used is a vapour, it
is possible for the air to become saturated and for
condensation to take place. This may occur on cold
surfaces even when the rest of the room air is below
saturation. The condensed tracer may then be lost
or, more probably, will evaporate again when either
the vapour pressure falls or it drips on to a warmer
surface.
(b) Chemical reaction: a tracer may react with
some of the substances present in the air or on the
surface. An example is reaction with paintwork,
especially when the latter is fresh, or combustion,
if flames are present. These losses are usually
permanent and may be continuous for an indefinite
length of time or may decrease as the reagent
supplies are exhausted.
( c ) Solution: if water is present in a room, the
tracer may dissolve, if only partially. Most tracer
substances which have been used are not very
soluble in water. Unless the water is running, the
process will die away as equilibrium is reached,
but a change of temperature may release or dissolve
more gas.
( d ) Settling and filtering: particulate tracers and
aerosols may be removed by processes which would
not affect gases or vapours. Both settling out and
removal by any filters which may be present (even
with natural ventilation there may be filtering
agencies present) will mainly affect the larger
particles. Particles which have settled out may
reappear in the air again.
(ii) Removal of air and tracer at different rates
by the same process.
This can occur because gf:
(a) Concentration variations: if the concentration
of the tracer near outflows of air is different from
the mean concentration, the rate of loss of tracer
will not be the same as the rate of loss of air.
Unless perfect mixing is taking place, there is bound
to be some error of this type, even when the initial
concentration is uniform and stratification is absent.
E

(b) Diffusion: in principle the diffusion of air or
tracer through openings or porous ualls to the
atmosphere should separate the gases. In practice,
these effects are usually slvamped by other processes
of mass transfer and no appreciable error results.
Howard[] 41 has. however, noted errors assumed due
to diffusion, in rooms with weatherboard walls.
(iii) Uncontrolled production of tracer.
Occasionaily a tracer is used which is produced
within the experimental area. Typical cases are the
use of CO, or \cater vapour in occupied rooms. If
the emission is constant, the decay rate is unaffected
and it is variations in the rate of production which
are norn~allyimportant. Similar errors are caused
if the conceiltration of the tracer gas i n the incoming
air alters.
(iv) Recirculation of air and tracer.
It often happens that it is possible for ' labelled ' air
removed from the experimental region to return,
possibly at a lower tracer concentration, after a
period of time. Unless the decrease of tracer has
been the same as in the experimental region in this
time. the returning air will cause a deviation from an
exponential decay rate. This recirculation may be
desirable in that it is an indication of the ' stale ' air
which re-enters the room but this advantage is
largely offset by the difficulty in estimating a
ventilation rate from a non-exponential decay.
Examples of causes of this error are flow into
adjoining rooms and back, and flow into and out of
furniture such as cupboards and desks.
II:4(b). Equilibrium concentration method-All the
errors caused by (i), (ii) and (iii) may still be important, although the actual size of these errors is not
the same. In particular, a constant source of tracer
will affect the equilibrium concentration but not the
exponential decay towards it. Constant background
may, of course, be calibrated out. Errors due to (iv)
diminish as equilibrium is approached. The quality
determined by this method is (assuming perfect
mixing) the rate of exchange o f ' labelled ' air with
unlabelled from all sources.
II:4(c). Transfer index method-This is subject to
errors of types (i), (ii) and (iii) in much the same
way as the equilibrium concentration method.
Recirculation errors may occur but not in quite the
same way as in the rate-of-decay method. Recirculation of tracer within the room will not affect
the accuracy of the index (although since it implies
imperfect mixing, the ' effective ventilation ' will be
decreased).
II:4(d). Steady concentration method-The errors
are the same as in the transfer index method.

I I :5. Accumulation of measurement errors
I I : ( a ) . Rate of decay method-Errors in the
measurement of both time and concentration are
important. For small errors, the proportional
error in ventilation rate estimate is linearly
dependent on the proportional errors in the time
and concentration estimates. Since the estimated
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rate is proportional to the logarithm of the concentration at any time. there is a bias introduced by the
errors hithin the logarithmic term. Thus. averaging
of readings cannot be guaranteed to produce an
unbiased estimate of the rate. Since differences of
time and the logarithm of concentration are used,
the errors may be quite large in comparison to the
differences, although small compared to the
absolute values.
The following example shows the extremes
possible under fairly representative conditions,
which are roughly what one might expect using a
katharometer and stop watch.
True ventilation rate = 3.0 changeslh
Initial concentration = I per cent
Samples taken at 10 and 15 min after release
Accuracies: concentration 10.01 per cent of
tracer; time 4 3 S.
Maximum possible estimate of R :
Resulting
R max = 3.40 ch/h
from the
Minimum possible estimate of R :
R min = 2.53 chlh
1
So there is a range of 0.87 ch/h >ossible expcrimental error.
Averaging the extremes; R mean = 2.97 cli/h,
that is a bias of 0.03 chi11 has been introduc.ed.
(Unbiased errors would average to the true rste.)
In practice, the use of a series of reading$ would
reduce the uncertainty somewhat, as an error
tending to cause an underestimation of the t i ~ t t .will
increase the next (or immediately pret'~'tlinp)
estimate and vice versa. The bias error will rcniiriti,
and be an underestimate of the true rate.
11:5(b). Equilibrium concoltratioit rnethorl - 'l'he
%curacies of measurement of tracer concent rut Ion
and of tracer release are the critical factors. I f ei~ch
can be measured to 4 1 per cent, the rate urn hr
estimated to $ 2 per cent. In the examplr trscd
above, this corresponds to 3.00 f 0.03 ch/h, l ' l ~ cc ~
is, however, a bias error due to the finite length 01'
time which elapses between the start of tracer
release and measurement. At a ventilation nite of
3 ch/h, this error is about 5 per cent after 1 11 tint1
2.5 per cent after 2 h. It is nlways an overestimate
of the true rate. An iterative correction of the hias
can easily be made, provided that sufficient lime 11~1s
elapsed for the error to be only a few percent. In
practice, this means several hours for norrnally
ventilated rooms.
II:5(c). Transfer index method-This metliod suhdivides into three different variations:
(i) Continuous measurement of concentrution.
The total time of measurement and the integrated
concentration are required. Random errors 01' the
concentration measurement should be small since
they are integrated, and as a fairly long time period
is likely, the proportional error in this should also
be small. Random errors should thus be less in the
equilibrium concentration method. A trunc;~tioli
error due to the finite measuring interval will occur.
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At a ventilation rate of 3 changes per hour, this is
-37 per cent with an interval of 20 min and 5 per
cent with 1 hour. A correction factor can be
applied, assuming the decay after truncation to be
exponential. This correction is subject to the errors
of the rate of decay method, that is, to greater
measurement errors and some bias. It is, therefore,
desirable for the correction to be fairly small. if the
advantages of analysis of the method are required.
(ii) Discontinuous measurement.
The integration has to be performed numerically
and, in addition to random measurement errors of
concentration there are errors of the time of
measurement. The effect of these is to cause
additional errors in the concentration esti~iiation
which are proportional to the rate of change of
concentration. With exponential decay curves, this
means that these extra errors are proportional to
the apparent ventilation rate. To some extent, these
random errors will be decreased by the process of
jntegration, the actual decrease varying with the
form of numerical integration used. The comments
on truncation error made for the continuous
measurement variation apply equally to discontinuous measurements.
(iii) Continuous rate sampling.
If sampling is carried out at a steady rate and one
combined sample obtained, the only measurements
that can be carried out are of the averape tracer
concentration and the total sampling time. As no
correction for truncation error can be made, a long
time interval is necessary and thus the proportional
error of the time estimation should be low. The
concentration can usually be determined several
times for the same sample and random errors of
measurement therefore reduced. These also apply
to cumulative detection of tracer except that
repeated estimations of the final result may not
always be possible.

11:5(d).Steadyconcentrationmethod-Therelevant
factors are the mean rate of tracer release and the
concentration. The rate of tracer release is a simple
volume or weight change per unit time and the
random errors are straightforward. The accuracy
to which the concentration is known is less simple,
since in addition to the normal measurement errors.
the concentration may oscillate about its mean
value in an asymmetric manner. The limits of these
excursions will be dependent on the manner of
release of tracer, the lag between release and
detection points and the sensitivity of the detector.
t

I1 :6. Concentration measuring insfrumenis
In all the techniques of deducing ventilation rate.
accuracy and convenience of use of the measuring
instruments are important. Automatic analysis.
giving immediate estimations is an advantage with
all techniques but is well nigh indispensable when
using the steady concentration method.

lt~l~cstiyarior~
of Natural I'o~rilatior~
in Biriln'it~gs
The rate of decay niethod involves the calculation
of ratios of concentrations and so for this method.
the ratio of the extremes of concentration measurable is more significant than their difference. The
upper limit may be set by the instrument or by the
properties of the tracer but the lower limit is usually
set by the accuracy of measurement. The most
common measurement devices are described below:
I (a).
Katl~m-otneters- Bahfleth et al.[9] ;
Coblenz and Achenbach[26]; Day;les[27]; and
Van Straaten[21]. The katharometer measures
changes in the thermal conductivity of the airltracer
mixture. The instrument is essentially a Wheatstone
bridge circuit, whose arms are platinum filaments or
thermistors in small gas-filled cells. Two of the cells
are filled with a reference gas and the other two are
open to the sample being examined. A current
through the bridge raises the filament temperature
by about 15 deg C, the exact temperature and thus
the resistance depending on the heat loss rate in the
cell. Radiation losses are kept low by the small size
of the temperature difference between filament and
cell and convection losses are reduced by the small
size of the cells. The out-of-balance current is
calibrated against concentration. The calibration is
not normally linear over a wide range of concentrations, although usually assumed so over the
limited ranges used. Indeed, some possible tracers,
such as water vapnur. can give ambiguous readings.
Apart from any laps in the sampling line, there
is a ' dead time ' in the instrument and the reading
is then approached exponentially. In one conlmercial instrument, using hydrogen as the tracer,
the ' dead time ' is 44 s and the exponent factor is
about 0.13 s-' (i.e. a time constant of about 8 s).
Thus, about half a minute is required before a good
estimation of the true concentration is made. For
continuous observations of the concentration, this
time is reduced by the absence of the dead time.
Since sudden changes of concentration are unlikely,
the instrument response time is also less important.
Other katharorncters and other tracers are likely,
to be slower in response, and have greater dead
periods (with COz the same type of katharometer
has dead period and time constants approximately
twice as long as for H,).
As all changes of air composition will affect the
thermal conductivity of the mixture, gases and
vapours which are present but whose concentration
may vary (such as CO, and water vapour) must be
removed from the samples. This is normally
accomplished by drawing the gas into the katharometer through one or more absorption chambers.
If they are present in large and varying amounts,
there will still be errors, caused by the removal of
part of the mixture. The principal source of error
is due to drift of the zero for various reasons. To
minimize this, Van Straaten[21] has suggested that
the zero should be checked before and after each
measurement. Temperature effects can be reduced
by having the instrument in a constant temperature
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enclosure. but pressure effects are also present
(which, incidentally, shows that some convection
does occur in the cells-conduction being largely
independent of pressure changes).
A thermistor katharometer was tested at the
National Bureau of Standards in the U.S.A. by
Coblenz and Achenbach[26] and their recommendations included these:
(i) Air should be drawn through the cells for at
least an hour before any measurements are taken.
(ii) The rate of gas flow to the instrument should
be kept constant.
(iii) The shorlest possible sampling lines should
be used (and lags between sampling and measurement taken into account).
(iv) Numerous readings should be taken to
average out drift and parallax errors.
With these precautions and a range of helium
concentrations of 0.4-1.4 per cent the instrument
was judged satisfactory for infiltration measurements
ZisPable range.
Widest practicable range of concentrations: 0.4-1-2
per cent (He).
(N.B. The upper limit of He is determined by an
arbitrary stipulation that the density of the mixture
shall not vary from that of the air by more than
1 per cent. The lower limit is set by Coblenz's
recommendations-the
lowest detectable is less
than one tenth of this.)
Maximum ratio of concentration extremes
3.0 : 1 (H, or He).
If a unit of wider range than the one tested by
Coblenz (or several units calibrated for different
ranges) is available then a llange of concentrations
of 0.3-1.1 per cent is possible using hydrogen, i.e. a
ratio of 3.7 : 1.
Although other gases may be used at higher
concentrations, their thermal conductivities are
closer to that of air and the minimum concentration
detectable by katharometers is also high.
II:6(b). Cl~emicalarzalysis-Lidwell etal.[7],[19];
Renbourn et a1.[16]. One desirable property of
any tracer is that it should not be very reactive
chemically with materials in a room, at room temperature. Despite this, there are a number of tracer
gases which have been used which can be detected
chemically. There are two possible reasons for
using these methods, greater accuracy or greater
convenience. Qualitative analysis of low concentrations of C 0 2 is about as accurate as the katharometer method. according to Renbourn[l6] but is
much less convenient. On the other hand, Lidwell
and others[7], [19] haveusedvariousorganicvapours
as tracers and measured the concentration colorimetrically or by pH changes. Visual colour
matching is perhaps rather inconvenient but photoelectric methods are more sensitive and reproducible. Lidwell's apparatus for measuring transfer
indices using acetone and pH changes was quite

silnple but the reliability of the estimates \\,as poor.
Due to the fact that the relationship bet\+,eenpH
and concentration is approximately logarithmic,
random me:isurement errors will produce a biased
estimate of the transfer index (although the bias
w,ill probably be small compared to the uncertainty
of the estimate). The widest practical range of
concentrations is not known but acetone, for
example, can be detected above concentrations of
0.01 per cent. For reasonable accuracy it is
obviously advisable to keep well above this and a
useable range of 0.1-1 per cent is more realistic.
11:6(c). I~fra-redabsorption-Most heteroatomic
gases have absorption lines in the infra-red part of
the spectrum. By determining the transmission of
radiation at an absorption frequency, through a
fixed path length, the concentration of one gas in
another can be determined. In practice, the transmission is compared with that of a reference gas.
This principle of measurement can be applied from
very low concentrations (hundreds of parts per
million and even lower) up to quite high ones
(50 per cent or more) for many gases, and in
practice quite large changes of range can be
accommodated in one instrument.
The method is well suited to continuous measurements, as the output is continuous and electrical in
form. A response time of about 15 s in some commercial apparatus (to final concentration) will cause
some lag, which may be important if rapid changes
of concentration occur. For this situation there ib
at least one unit with an appreciably faster response.
Daily checking of the calibration (if in constant
use) is advised by the manufacturers of this
apparatus.
Useable range. Widest practicable range of concentrations: 0.0001-2 per cent (N,O or CO,).
(Upper limit is arbitrary 1.per cent density difference
of air to air-tracer mixture.)
Maximum ratio of concentration extremes;
2000 : 1.
lf conditions allow the use of CO the useable ranpc
is much greater due to its smaller dcnsity difference
from air.
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I 6
Radio-active tracers-Collins
and
Smith[28]; Howland et a1.[6]. Of the three ejected
products of radio-active decay, namely a- and
/3-particles and y radiation, only particles have
been used to measure tracer concentrations. Both
types of particles travel, on average, a matter of
inches through air (from materials that can be used
as tracers) but y radiation has a much longer range.
In principle, it would be possible to count the total
radiation in a room with one detector, provided that
there is no heavy material such as machinery in the
room.
Radio-active tracers can be detected at very low
concentrations. There is, though, a certain randomness in radio-active decay and a count of N pparticles is subject to a standard error of f N*, that

is, a proportionate error of i(lN * ) . Thus. to
reduce the error A' must be increased. This can be
done either by increasing the tracer concentration
or increasing the sampling time.
Measurements of cither a, or y activity may be
made with geiger counters or scintillation detectors.
Although there is normally no actual withdrawal
of a sample (the counter receives particles from a
surrounding volume of several inches radius)
s;~mplingerrors do occur. Since the sampling
interval is of finite length, there is an error i n the
determination of the tracer concentration. I f the
dccay is exponential, the bias error introduced by
the ' averaging ' of the reading to the centre of the
sampling interval is 2 (sinh TR),'R(\\,here R is the
apparent ventilation rate and T is the sampling
interval). In practice, this would be of the order
of 1 per cent. If R, T are copstant and the dccay
truly exponential, this bias vanishes in estimations
of the rate of decay. Integration methods, such as
transfer index determinations are not subject to the
error as the time integral of concentration is determined directly.
Other errors which are peculiar to the use of
radio-active tracers (although not really connected
with the detection) are background radiation and
rrrdio-active decay of tracer. The former can be
determined for a particular site and instrument and
typically might be about 100 countsjmin. The
rridio-active decay of the tracer will cause an error
in the apparent ventilation rate which can be
corrected for, and will hasten the reduction of the
trctivity to the threshold for the instrument.
Argon-41 is rather poor in this respect as it Ili~sa
half-life of only 110 min. Krypton-85 is much more
fitable, having a half-life of 9.4 years.
Typical range of concentrations possible :(1 a 7 - 6 . 7 )
x 10- l o per cent (krypton).
Ratio of extreme concentrations possible 2.5 : 1.
7'11~maximum concentration of 85Kr or ' 33Xe
t l l ~ tis permitted in occupied areas is
c;'cm3
and it is this that sets the upper limit of concentration. This means that the highest beta counting
rate possible is about 3000 per min (with standard
error of about 2 per cent for one minute periods).
II:6(e). Other measurement methods-Some other
tracer methods which have been used or suggested,
~otnetimes for other applications, are briefly
discussed below.
Acoustic analyser.
Geburth[29] ; Griffiths[30] :
1Jaswell and Reid[31] ;Molynieux[32] and Reid[33].
Anaesthetic concentrations have been measured
from determinations of the speed of sound of the
niixture. Several instruments have been described
which could be used to make the necessary measurements, easily and quickly, and there is at least one
commercial instrument which can be used continuously. This instrument will give full-scale
deflection for 15% argon or 7 9 / , carbon dioxide
or 4.5% helium or hydrogen ,(all percentages by
\tolume) and thus would not be using more than one
quarter of its range in ventilation tests.
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and MarIey[34] and
Wexler[35].
The use of hygrometers is usually inadvisable
because of the poor qualities of water vapour as a
tracer. It tends to be absorbed (or given off) by
many materials, is likely to condense on window
panes in cold weather and is often produced in a
room. In addition to the hair hygrometers and wet
and dry bulb thermometers used in routine
meteorological measurements, several other techniques have been used to determine water vapour
content. These include wet and dry bulb resistance
thermometers, wet and dry bulb thermocouples,
infra-red absorption, ion-exchange transducers and
humidity sensitive capacitors and resistors and
electrolytic methods.

tracer by light scatter techniques (I\ hich are very
sensitive when photo-multipliers are used) or by
counting the concentration on a microscope slide
from an impinfenlent dust sampler.
T o some extent, all studies of airborne bacteria
dispersal are particulate tracer studies (in fact tracer
gases have been used to simulate the problem) and
this is especially true of the method employed by
Dimmick[37] who bred bacteria whose phosphorus
content was wholly of a radio-active isotope. Then,
even if the bacteria were killed or multiplied, the
total mass of radio-active matter stayed constant
and could only be removed (apart from radio-active
decay) by physical displacement from the experimental area.

Ultra-violet absorption. Bourdillon et a1.[36] and
Lidwell and Lovelo'ck[l9].
The use of U.V.absorption to measure concentration of organic vapours has been recorded by
Lidwell and Lovelock[l9]. Two vapours, namely
acetyl acetone and ethyl acetoacetate were found
to hold promise for this purpose, the accuracy to
which the concentrations could be measured being
about 0.06 mg/ft3 and 0.22 m ~ l f t respectively. The
principle is used in industry for the measurement of
chlorine concentrations.

Oxygen concentrations can be accurately
measured by its unusual property (for a gas) of
being strongly paramagnetic. Commercial instruments exist which can determine oxygen concentrations to $0.025 per cent. The principle is not
applicable practically to other gases and oxygen is
not the ideal tracer in occupied rooms.

Particulate tracers and acro.~ol.r. Dimmick[37] and
Dumbould[38].
This type of tracer can be used satisfactorily only
if the particle size is so small that the particles
remain airborne for a fairly long time. Such tracers
that have been used for meteorological purposes
have diameters of the order of two or three microns
and can be detected by fluorescent means, in
concentrations as low as 10- g/ml. The terminal
velocity of such particles is about 3 ftlh. One can
also estimate the concentrntion of a particular

II:7. Experimental comparison of measurement
techniques
Estimated accuracies, based on practical experience of the use of tracer gases, have only
been published for the rate of decay method (which
is by far the most widely used method).
Renbourn et al.[16] observed that successive
estimates (at hourly intervals) of natural ventilati~n
airchange rates in the range 1-3 changeslh could
vary by up to 0.8 changeslh.
Van Straaten[21] found that below 1 change/h,
unless the air was mixed by a fan, non-logarithmic
decay of tracer took place.

Table 2. Expcrimenralaccuraries of rate-of-decay merlrods (all sources of error)

Gas and measurement
technique

Mean rate

C02chemical analysis
C02chemical analysis
C02katharometer
HZ katharometer
H, katharometer

0.80
1 .SO
1.83

Estimated error

Observer

Notes

(%)

rt15
ill

k12

-

~t15

-

1 7

Renbourn el a1.[16]
Renboum er a1.[16]
Renbourn er al.[16]
Van Straaten[21]
Van Straaten[21]

2 std. devs.
2 std. devs.
2 std. devs.
field conditions
steady lab. conditions

E. R. Hitchiti a/ld C . B. ll'il.to~i
m st it nares hj. role of dvcag arid gasflolv nrrrl~ods
Tuhlc 3. Sit~~irirat~coirr

Tracer
gas

Tracer
~neasurenicnt
method

Gas flow
measurement
method

Mean
estimate
(chlh)

Diffcrcnce
between
methods

Obscrter

Notes

(?b)

katharonieter
katharometer
katharometer
H2
katharometer
HZ
katharometer
Hz
katharometer
H2
katharometer
H2
katharonleter
Hz
katharometer
H2
katharometer
H2
katharometer
H2
katharometer
H2
Coal gas katharometer
i.r. absorption
N20

Hz
Hz

Marley[24]
No mixing
Van Straaten(211 N o mixing
Van Straatenf211 Fan used initially
\'an Straaten(21] Fan uscd initially
\'an Straatenl211 Fan used initially
Van Straatenl211 Fan uscd initially
Van Straaten(2lI Fan uscd initially
Van Straaten[21] Fan used initially
Fan used initially
Marley 1241
Fan uscd initially
Marley1241
Fan used initially
Marley (241
Bastings[8]
Warner[] 71
In iron tank
Lidwell[7]

orifice plate
orifice plate
orifice plate
orifice plate
orifice plare
orifice plate
orifice plate
orifice plate
orifice plate
orifice plate
orifice plate
meter
gas meter
gas flow

The differences may be due to systematic or random errors. A ~ I L I Ssign before the difference indicates that
the tracer estimate was the higher of the two, a minus sign, t!lat i t u ~ the
s lower. A superscript N denotes a difference which is not significant at the 1 per cent level (bearing i l l n ~ i ~ ithc
t i uncertainties of the estimates), a superscript S denotes one which is. Omission of a sign or superscript indicates that the sense or significance of the
difference is unknown. Differences are exprcsscd as percentitgcs of tlic illcan estimate.

Table 4. Simultaneo~rsesrimates by two tracer gases (11(>1/1using rate of decay methods)

' First ' gas and
measurement method

' Second ' gas and
measurement method

Moat, c s ~ i ~ ~ i a t Difference
c
between
(rh:hl
estimates

Observer

(%I
Hz

katharometer

H2 katharometer
CO, chemical analysis
CO, chemical analysis
CO, chemical analysis
C 0 2 chemical analysis
C 0 2 chemical analysis
CO, chemical analysis
N 2 0 i.r. absorption

"'A

Collins et a1.[28]
Collins et a1.[28]
Howland et a1.[6]
Howland et a1.[6]
Howland et a1.[6]
Warner[l7]
Warner[] 71
Warner[] 71
Lidwell[7]

geiger counter
geiger counter
geiger counter
85Kr geiger counter
B X r geigcr counter
coal gas kathilrometer
coal gas katharometer
coal gas katharometer
C 3 H 6 0 cllcrilicnl analysis
41A
8sKr

A positive sign denotes that the ' First' mcthod gave the higllcr cslinlitte, a negative sign that the ' Second ' did.
N o sign means that the sense of the diffcrcnce is unknown.

Table 5. Simulrar~eousestimates using two methodc oJ rr~t.asurirtgthe same tracer gas

Gas

' First '
measurement
method

' Second '
measurement
method

Mciitl
estimate
(chlh)

IJifTerence
he1 ween

Observer

estimates

(90)
C02
He

chemical analysis
katharometer

katharometer
thermistor katharometer

The sign convention is as for Table 4.

1.82
3.2 1

- 1.6
- 1.3

Renbourn et a1.[16]
Coblenz and Achenbachtl 1]

Table 6 . Hare oJdectr?: Irarer mrrllod oilti iirdirecr estii71ores

Bq making assun~ptionsof the rate of heat o r moisture production and losses otlwr than by ~cntilation,
i t is possible to estimate the ventilation rate from measurements of temperature o r ll~~midity
difTcrcnces
between internal and external air. The method is, in general, not to be recommended as thc assunlptions
are rarely reliable enough for the ventilation rate estimate to be more than a rough figure.

Difference from mean
Gas and
n~easurementmethod
Unknown
possibly
8sKr

Mean
estimate (chih)

Tracer
method (%)

Heat
balance (%)

19.1

- 5.8
- 7.8

+11.5

43.4

+
+

+ 6.5

12.2

Moisture
balance (%)

-

+

3.9

Observer

6.3

Smith(391
Smith[39]
Smith[39)

5.1
- 15.6

8.2

These observations were made in animal houses with forced ventilation. Differences are again expressed
as percentages of the mean estimate of the airchange rate.

I1 :8. Tracer gases for use in orctij~iedrooms

I1 :8(a). Desirable properties o j tracer suhstat~ces
(all methods)-The properties should be held at the
low concentrations used.
Physical: similar density to air, similar specific
heat to air, similar diffusion properties to air (i.e.
similar molecular weight), not likcly to condense in
room conditions.
Chemical: non-explosive, unrcactive with constituents of air or with anything in the test arca.
stable in room conditions.

Vapour or
gas

Density
compared to
dry air at NTP

Hydrogen (H,)
Helium (He)
Water gas
(Hz and CO)
Water vapour
(Hz01
Ammonia
(NH3)
Carbon
monoxide (CO)
Ethane
(CzH6)
Argon (41A)
Carbon
dioxide (CO,)
Nitrous
oxide (N,O)
Acetone
(C3H.50)
Krypton ("Kr)
Chloroform
(CHCls)
Xenon ( I 3Xe)

0.07
0.14
0.5

Key: a-To

Maximum
concentratian
possible
(% by volJ
-. - --

0.6
0.6

1.O

Physiological: odourless, non-irritant, non-toxic
(if to be used in occupied rooms). Colourless
(preferably).
Other: not produced in test area, steady natural
concentration, detectable quantitatively at low
concentration. readily available.
For decay rate measurements it is also desirable
(if impractical) for the tracer to spread throughout
the test area quickly, without otherwise changing
the airflow.

11:8(b). Sut,?n7ary of tracer gases.

T o p limit to
Minimum
concentration conccntrat ion
detectable
(% by vol)

a

1.1
1.2
0.08
(2)

a
d
(a)

2.5
10- 3
(2.5)
0.04
(13)

a
d
(a)
d
(b)

0.02
0.03
0~001

Method of
measurement of
minimum

i
i
iii

...

vi

IV
I I11

04005

111

...

I 111

0.5

I

I

111

c

1.5

2

a&d

0~000
1

iii

1.5

2

a

0~0001

iii

2.0

I

iv

N]o-'o

a
c
d
(a)

0.01

2.9
4.2
4.6

0.001
(0.3)
N ] o - l ~

maintain density of airltracer mixture within

1 per cent of air density

b-Inflammable limit
c-Permissible radiation level in occupied area
d-Maximum safe concentration for occupied area
i-Katharometer
&-Geiger counter
iii-Infra-red absorption

c

I I1

-

0.2

2~5
10-'0

b

I
111

1 .O
1.4

N

Notes

ii

.c 1 0 - . 9

II

0.05

v

IV

I1
111

II

v-Analysis
v-Acoustic
vi-Colorin~etric
I--Combustible (but not inflammable at these concentrations)
11-Odour
Ill-Toxic
IV-Unsteady background concentration

I I 8 . Ti.(~c.er
~ N S E jar
S
N S C iti orc~cl)ied
roonlsSub-sections I1 :8(n) and 11 :8(h) sho\v firstly the
dcsir;ible properties of a tracer :rnd, secondly. the
tracers that have been used together with the
extreines of concentration possible. An arbitrary
stipulation has bcen introduced that the concentration sh:ill be such that the density of the airtracer mixture shall not differ from the air density
by more than 1 per cent, t o limit tendencies to
stratification.
Of the various gases noted in the table, carbon
monoxide. water gas and chloroform can be
inimedintely rejected on the grounds that they
cannot safely be used in occupied areas except at
very low concentrations. (Ammonia, although
toxic, has been used at very ION. non-toxic concentrations.) Similarly, if the maximum concentration
of radioactive gases is to be kept below the allowed

wunter

I

I

10

I

l

limit. the :i\crage concentr;lllon must be so lo\$ as
l o render most mc;lTurernents ~lnreliable. The
background level of carbon dioxide and \sater
vapour are unsteady, especially if the experimental
area is in intermittent occupation. This I e a ~ e s
hydrogen, helium, nitrous oxide, ethane, acetone
and ammonia. T h e smell of acetone, although not
particularly unpleasant, could modify the occupants
use of the windows and if flames or high temperatures ore present in the area, acetone, ammonia,
ethane and hydrogen must be ruled out because
although h c l o ~their inflammable concentrations.
they can still be removed by con~bustion.
As nitrous oxide will begin t o decon~poseat
temperatures of 500°C and above, this is also ruled
out in t h c ~ econditions. This leaves only helium of
the original 13 gases, which irnplies the use o r a
katharonictcr t i s the measuring device. In the

l
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I

I

1

20
30
4C'
5Ci
60
70
n\b 4
tUU
Number of tesls (see text for hypothel~col 6londur1l Isst)

I
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I20

Fig. 1 . Relative costs of tracer gases and associatecl nrc,rlcrcl.cwlerrtapparatus.

11 :9. Classification of &easurcjlncvlt rechrtiqlrcs r t~,)or,rcdin the literature
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Detector
-Ultra-violet
absorption
Chemical
analysis
Katharometer

Infra-red
absorption
GeigerMuller tube
Other

Water
H20

gas

HZ

He

C01

C 3 H 6 0 CO

---

N20

4 1 A 85Kr 133Xe NH3

I'e111ilnfion in Builil'it~gs

absence ot' high temperatures. nitrous oxide
measured by i.r. analysis offers a nider range of
~ l ~ e n b lconcentrations.
e
but hydrogen. measured
with a katharometer has much the lowest cost (and
a range of concentrations similar to that of helium).
The graph (figure 1) shows, roughly, the relative
costs of the methods (at Liverpool at the end of
1965). together with some other combinations of gas
and detectors. No allowance has been made on this
graph for the hire or purchase of gas cylinders, but
the cost of apparatus to sample gas from several
points in the room has been added to the basic
measuring equipment cost where necessary. There
is a minimum charge for radioactive tracers and as
these are in break seal ampoules, and in any case
not suitable for long storage, each test is assumed
to cost this minimum. In most cases, a considerably
greater quantity of tracer would be purchased for
the same price, if a larger volume was to be investigated. The hypothetical test on which the graph is
based is of producing a tracer concentration ten
times higher than the minimum detectable in a
room of 5 000 ft3 volume. If larger volumes of
tracer are required (either to increase concentration
or because of a larger test volume) the gradients of
the lines will increase.

III. AIR MOVEMENT MEASUREMENT
111:1. Introduction
Measurements of airspeed and direction of
motion can be helpful in the study of natural
ventilation as they provide knowledge of the pilttcrn
ol' air movement within a room and thc flow
Illrough apertures to the outside or to otller purts
of the building. Visible tracers and airspeed
nieasurements can quite quickly give a broad
picture of the general flow patterns, which can be
' filled in ' in more detail by tracer techniques.
The most obvious special feature of airflow in
n;itural ventilation measurements is that it is very
slow-less than one foot per second as a rule. Many
und varied are the methods by which attempts have
Iwcn made to measure such speeds, and this section
is, of necessity, only a brief outline of the more wellknown techniques.

111:2. Determination of airf70w patterns
There are two basic techniques which can be used
to determine the airflow pattern (that is, the
positions and directions of the principal currents)
in a room. One can either use indicators of air
inovement which stay at the same place in the room
or one can introduce visible materials which to a
greater or lesser extent follow the airflow.
Ill :2(a). Fixed indicators; Grime[49].
Small mica vanes have been used[49] to determine the horizontal components of air motion.
These are very sensitive but are slow to settle down
to a steady direction, and are rather fragile.
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Silk thrcrids about 6 in long. tctised out into fine
filaments are less sensitive but less likely to be
damaged. Although strong upward currents can be
detected they are more useful as indicators of
horizontal motion. Circumstantial evidence from
other measurements (such as air temperature) may
give some indication of the airflow pattern.
111:2(b). Moritrg itldicators; Dick[] 21, Grime[49],
Daws[50], Givoni[51] and Smith[52].
Various smokes have been used to show the
positions of air currents, notably ammonium
chloride[l2], titanium tetrachloride[49, 521, evaporated paraffin-oil mixture[51] and, of course,
tobacco smoke[49]. In common with all moving
indicators, none of these has exactly the same
density as air and very light vertical currents may
not be followed. In practice, this is not a very
severe limitation to their use. Grime[49] has
recorded that in slight vertical motions, rings of
titanium tetrachloride broke away and drifted
downwards, while the rest of the smoke rose
upwxds. Small particles of metaldelhyde will stay
airborne for over an hour indoors and this material
has been used in test rooms[50]. Air motion in
models has been observed using soap bubbles[51]
as an indicator, and there seems no obvious reason
why they should not be used in field measurements.
On a larger scale, gas-filled rubber balloons,
weighted to have neutral buoyancy in still air
have been used, particularly in large halls[49].
The ndvantage of this method is that currents
can be traced over greater distances in each test
than is possible with other methods. Perfect
halancc is inlpossible and very slow air currents
cannot be reliably traced. Neither is the method
very good for tracing narrow, fast air streams as
they generally deflect the balloon away from the
stream. Another disadvantage is that the balloon
readily acquires an electric charge and is then
attracted to walls and furniture.
11133. Drag ancnto~~~crers
and dynamic pressure
n~easrtremet~ts

JI1:3(u). Drag anernotneler; Head and Surrey[53],
Kemp[54], and Rees[55].
A drag anemometer consists basically of a simple
body exposed to the airstream, the drag force of
which is measured. The simplest form in principle
is to measure the deflection of a freely hanging plate.
In practice, this is not very satisfactory because the
drag on a plate varies considerably with the angle
of incidence of the impinging airflow. In the other
form of the instrument the plate is maintained
normal to the airflow and the force needed to do
this measured. Plates, as opposed to threedimensional shapes are useful for this type of
instrument because they are sensitive to low airspeeds, less affected by small incidence changes
than many bodies and are more consistent in their

calibration, being Iiirgely free from scale effects.
Simple plates tend to have rather uncertain
calibration probably due to movement of the centre
of pressure and an asymetric shape (such as a disc
with an offset hole in it) is much more consistent.
Drag anemometers have been used in wind
tunnels[53, 541 and in mines[55] to measure airspeeds between 0.2 ftls and I6 ft/s, in the former
case t o repeatabilities of 1.2 per cent. These are
both uses where the direction of airflow is well
established and the plate can be set perpendicular
t o it. Since the area of the drag plate is normally
several square inches, any reading must be some
sort of average over this (or a larger) area and the
airflow nearby must be affected by the presence of
the instrument.
The response time of the plate t o fluctuations
depends on the size and shape of the plate and
stiffness of the suspension. The speed with which
measurements can be made is often limited in
anemometers of this type by the fact that the
adjustment of the plate t o a vertical position is done
manually by adjusting counter weights o r the
torsion of springs o r a n electric current. Spherical
drag anemometers using strain gauges t o detect
small displacements have been used to measure
turbulence of the surface wind1561 and while their
lower limit of airspeed has been about 25 ft/s the
response to rapid fluctuations is very good.

111:3(b).

pressure
Ower[571.
Wind Pressure transducers, as used o n buildings
t o measure wind speeds and forces, operate on the
principle of detecting a small displacement caused
by the dynamic Pressure of the wind but are by n o
means sensitive enough for the magnitudes involved
in ventilation.
The pitot-tube a n d manometer is, according to
Ower[57] not reliable below about 15 ftls. Modern
micromanometers, using electronic techniques t o
detect small displacements of diaphragms have
claimed accuracies which would correspond to
0.04 ftjs (i.e. would be 1 4 per cent of
about
1 ft/s) which is a distinct improvement o n his
estimate. The pressure-tube is highly directional.

+

I 3
Velometer ; Ower[57], Poole and Leadbeater[58].
Another instrument that comes into this general
category is the velometer[57, 581. This is essentially
a pivoted, spring-controlled aluminium vane
mounted in a chamber of a shape such that, as the
vane pivots the gap between the vane and the side
of the chamber changes. The space on one side of
the vane is open t o the atmosphere and the other
side is connected t o a tube facing the airflow. The
shape of the chamber is designed so that the vane
deflection is linearly related t o airspeed. The normal
instrument is useable down t o about 0.5 ft!s and a
special instrument incorporating eddy-current
damping and reduced friction pivots has been used
to measure speeds down to 0.1 ft!s. The indicated
airspeed is largely independent of the direction of

airflow ober a range of 2 30 from the true direction. The instrument is easy and quick to use.
111:4. Rotati~rganot~ot~tctcrs
Rotating anemometers fall into two main types:
those that rotate about an axis perpendicular t o the
airflow direction and those whose axis of rotation
is parallel to the airflow (i.e. in general; ' cup ' and
vane ' anemometers).
111:4(a). Clip u t ~ c ~ ~ ~ l o n ~ cJones[59].
~lcrx:
A cup anemomctcr comprises a number of hollow
cups attached around a spindle, to which an
indicator of some kind is fitted. Since the wind force
on the concave side of n cup is greater than on the
convex side for the sitme wind speed, the shaft
rotates. This type of inslrument is widely used in
n~eteorologicalstudies hut most of the instruments
designed for such use are not a t all sensitive t o very
low airspeeds. There arc, however, one or two
(e.g [59]) whose ' threshold ' airspeed is 0.7-0.8 ft s.
including at least one which is a commercial
product. These lo^ -sjwcll cup anemometers employ
six or more light\vc.iplit o ~ ~ and
p s non-mechanical
sensors of the sli:tlt ~.ot;ition(either photo-electric
or cal7;tcitunce cllanpc). Since they are 8 in. o r more
in diameter, errora \4 ill hc introduced by spatial
variations in airflow. Tclnporal variations also
introduce some inirccl~raciesi s this type of instrument tends to r e , p ( , ~ \ ~nltlrc
l
t o increases of
speed than t o decrc,rsvi 'I'ltis last comment applies
less strongly t o thew 11~hlnc.iphtanemometers than
t o the traditional 11~r*tror
olopical type. They are
normally accurate to n l , r r u ~ k 0 . 2 ftls for airflow
directions within t_ 10 of tile horizontal.

atiertlometers; Holmes
111:4(h). Varle and pi~o,vcl/o~.
et al.[60] and Ower157, hl].
Vane and proprllcl- ~inciilonletersfor low-speed
l l ~tthout 8 flat blades. The
mcitsurements ~ ~ u i lIli~ve
general principle is. ns the niime suggests, that of a n
airscren. The I l r n i t i ~ ~ i ortre
n ~ usually caused by
gear friction and litnir thc traditional type of
commerciully prociuced itl\lI.tlments t o speeds above
I ft/s. Ower[57, 011 drvcloped a low friction
vi~riationwhich waa usc:ihlc wlmost down t o 0.5 ftis
and there is a cotnmercii~l instrument which by
elimination of the pearing snd using a capacitance
change pickup is claimed to be useable slightly
below 0.5 ft/s. One cfesigh of .small propeller
anemometer desigllrd for outdoor use is also
sensitive down to i11)out 0.8 ftis[60]. A t these low
extremes, the calihratiol~is usually consistent but
not linear. The speed of rehponse is apparently a
function of the airspeed, improving with an increase
in speed. Since the small outdoor anemometer
mentioned above has a time constant of several
seconds at its lowest extreme, it would appear
likely that the other ins~rumentswill be little better.
As they are usually used to measure time averages,
this is not a severe d r a ~ , b n c k in normal use.

Spatially. they obviously indicate a speed v,hich is
some sort of average over the cross-section of the
vane (usually about 7-12 in2) and must affect the
airflowf to some extent. The response to airflows
not parallel t o the axis of rotation is, for the outdoor
propeller type. close t o a cosine law.
111: 5 . Tlierrnal anemometers
There are a number of types of thermal anemometers. most (but not all) based on the measurenient
of the rate of loss of heat. All heated instruments
have a tendency t o induce convection currents,
which at low incident airspeeds may be of similar
magnitude to the measured variable. This feature
is more ~ n a r k e dwith the higher temperature instruments.

J11 :S(n). Kata thern~ometers; Bedford and
Warncr[62], Dufton[63], Koch and Kaplan[64].
Thesc have been in use for over 150 years. A
therlnometer with a large bulb (over 4 in. diameter)
i ~ n d usually alcohol-filled is warmed t o a teniperature aboveair temperature. From the time taken
f ( ~ rn known temperature drop and the air temperiiiure. the airspeed can be derived. T o reducc
ri~diantheat transfer, the bulb is silver o r rhodium
pli~trd. The calibration curve is non-linear but is
ccltlsrslc~it;it does, however, change with the mode
of rlirflow around the instrument and requires three
tlil!c~c.nt formulae t o fit the curve over different
aj~c'edrilnges. The time response is clearly slow due
to tho si1.c of the bulb, but in any case the sampling
(imr i\ ctctermined by the airspeed. The lower limit
fur rclinblc measurements is about 0.2 ft/s and the
tllernio~ncteris not directionally sensitive. I n rather
extr enle rudiant conditions errors of 3 per cent have
heen observed. The principal advantage that it
nfrcn is great simplicity of use.
I I
.
Heated thermometer anemomeiers;
Lonp[65], Yaglou[66].
I f ' 11 I~ciltercoil is wound round the bulb of a
st;lntlitr.d f liermometer and a steady power input
applietl, the temperature difference above the air t o
whicli ille thermometer rises is a n indication of the
iiirspretl. A range of velocities of from 0.2 ftjs t o
100 Stis can be measured, several different heater
powers being used for different parts of the range.
Althnugh the smaller bulb improves temporal and
spatiill resolution compared to the Kata, the time
constant is still of the order of half a minute or
morc kind the cross-section of the bulb exposed to
the nir is rather more than 0.1 in2. By the use of
i~luminiumpaint o r foil, the effects of high radiant
heat intensities can be greatly diminished. Directionally, the instrument is insensitive to changes of
airflow direction within a range of about ? 30"
from a plane perpendicular t o the axis of the
thermometer. While the self-convection is small
(tcmpernture differences of only 10-20 deg F
between air and instrument being normal) at low

~ e r t i c a lairspeeds (i.e. about 1 ft s) there is about
6 per cent difference between estimations of equal
u p ~ a r dand doit n ~ i a r d sflou. At higher airspeeds
this is less marked. The overall accuracy is,
according to Yaglou[66] about 1 2 per cent in
laboratory conditions and u p to 1 4 per cent in the
field.
A variation. using a low temperature ' bulb ' of
similar size but using an electric resistance thermometer instead of a mercury-in-glass system was wed
by Long[65]. This instrument was also useable
down to about 0.2 ft:s.
III:S(c). Nor-)\.ire utiemotneters; Anderson[67].
Deacon and Samue1[68], Krislinaswamy[69].
Penman and Long[70], Rasmussen[71], Simmons[72], and Willis[73].
The basic principle of this type of instrument is
the same as the heated thermometer anemometer
but the sensing element is very much smaller. The
heated body is a fine platinum or nichrome wire,
typically about 4 in. long and 0.01 in. dia. The
operating temperature may be up to about 700°F
but for low-speed versions is likely t o be below
25OCF. The wire may be enclosed in a silica tube as
suggested by Simmons[72] or may be exposed
directly t o the airstream. The latter arrangement
has the disadvantages of fragility and variation of
calibration. If the wire is unshielded, its temperature is deduced from its resistance and there is
n o reason why this method cannot be applied to
shielded instruments. Simmons, however, used a
double-bore silica tube itnd inserted a fine thermocouple into tlle second bore. I'or greatest accuracy
the instrument should be operated with the axis of
the wire perpendicular t o the airflow and a t low
airspeeds w,ith the axis vertical. Under these conditions. the Simmons type (which runs at a relatively
low temperature and is thus less affected by self
convection) can be used down to about 0.1 ftjs. The
accuracy claimed is i 0.7 per cent at 0.4 ftis (which
corresponds to about i3 per cent of 0.1 ftls).
Within k 30: of the normal to the axis, the response
to non-perpendicular directions of airflow approximately follows a cosine law. An exposed-wire
anemometer. using a thermocouple soldered t o the
hot wire has been used t o measure airspeeds inside
clothing down t o about 0.07 ft/s[69]. The hot-wire
in this case was only about 5 deg C above the
ambient temperature. The calibration remained
proportional to the square root of the airspeed.
Hot-wire anemometers are used t o measure high
frequency fluctuations in turbulence measurements.
which is outside the scope of this account, but time
constants of the order of milli-seconds are quite
possible. There are two modes of operation of
hot-wires: constant temperature and constant
current.
The latter requires simpler ancillary
equipment than the former, but is limited in use to
low intensity turbulence, which, of course. is the
usual situation in ventilation airflow. The remcte
reading nature of the instrument makes it very

suitable for situ;ltions where sin~ultancousreadings
are required. A \ariation on the method is the use
of a hot film instead of a wire.
Another hot-kcire technique for determining low
airspeeds that has recently been suggested and
demonstrated as feasible[71] makes use of the fact
that the calibration is not linear. This means that
the sensitivity of the instrument to oscillating air
movenient varies with the net flow. Thus, if the
anemometer is operated in a constant sound field,
the amplitude of the a.c. portion of the instrument
signal is a function of the (net) air velocity. Such an
a.c. signal is easily amplified, and is less variable
with changes of air temperature than the usual d.c.
signal. The calibration is, however, ambiguous
unless it is known that the airspeed is either above
or below about 1 ft/s. In doubtful cases, this can be
resolved by changing the sound frequency. With
this proviso, speeds down to 0.2 ft/s can be
measured.
Thermistors[70] have been used instead of resistance wires. These have a much greater rate of
change of resistance with respect to temperature,
and the type that are usually used as anemometers
are heated to temperatures of 200-400°F.
111:5(d). Horgridanemometers; Baird[74],Benseman
and Hart[75], Kemp[76], Sexton[77] and'raylor[78].
These are really another form of hot-wire
anemometers. If the hot wire and the temperature
sensing device are separated, and the heater placed
between the two thermometers (resistance or
thermocouple), one being a little upstream and one
downstream, then the temperature difference
between them is dependent on the airspeed.
Furthermore, the instrument is directionally sensitive and indicates the polarity of the flow:' This was
essentially the layout used by Taylor[78] to measure
the vertical component of wind in the lowest layers
of the atmosphere. The more common arrangement
is to mount a heater grid in a cowling and use a
grid of resistance wire or thermocouples equispaced
from the heater in the cowl. Thermocouples are
usually used, because by connecting the grids in
series an output proportional to the temperature
difference is produced. Unfortunately, the calibration exhibits a peak due to convective effects of the
heater. As long as it is known whether the airspeed
is above or below the critical velocity at which this
peak appears, unambiguous results can be
produced. There are two approaches to the design
of such an instrument, either the critical velocity can
be reduced as much as possible (in practice it can
be reduced to about 0.25 ft/s) or it can be raised and
the high sensitivity region between zero and the
critical velocity used (this can certainly be raised
to 2 ft/s). If the second approach is used, other
methods can more easily be used to determine
approximate airspeeds and thus which section of
the calibration is relevant. With a low critical speed,
airspeeds down to 0.3 ft/s[75] may be measured, and
with a high critical speed the lower limit is, remarkably, only 0.01 ft/s[75]. (Although the figures noted

here are airbpeeds, this type of instrunient is often
used, and therefore calibrated. as a volume flow
meter.) The time constant is, typically. about 0.5 s.
The response to airflow off the axis of the cowl
depends on the particular cowl design but, with the
aid of flow straighteners, can be made to follow a
cosine law over about 130". The cross-sectional
area of instruments varies from 1 in2 to -70 inz.
This type of instrument is relatively unaffected by
dirt and dust, or by changes of air temperature.

-

111 :5(e). Si~il/soicfall~~
hea~erlhot-~~$il.e
ul~~l~~onieter:
Walker and Westenberg[79].
If a wire is heated in a time-varying manner. the
temperature of the air varies spnti;~llyin a manner
which is a function of the airspeed. If the heating is
sinusoidal (with mean value such that it is never
zero) then this pattern is also sinusoidal and the
wavelength is a measure of the airspeed. By
comparing the (ax.) input to the heater to the
fluctuations of air temperature nt an adjustable
point downstream (for exatriple by producing
Lissajous figures on an oscilloscopc') the phase lag
of the detector with respect to the hcater can be
found. The detector can bc moved until the phase
angle is increased by 180" i ~ n dtllc wavelength and
thus the airspeed determined. Walker and Westenberg[79] used a heater current of about 100 cis
frequency and detected accurntefy 18" phase angle
changes. This gave them ac.cur~icies of about
2 per cent compared to j~:~~.tirlc-trtick
measurements. The lowest speed 111~11
thcv cctuld measure
was 1.2 ft/s. The methnti is cI1.iir1y very directional and only suitable i ' o r filr )w-rhnnging conditions. Thc value produced en uveruge over the
in. or so between two detcctor positions. Walker
and Westenberg also tried the ullrl.~\utivemethod of
varying the heater frequency insteed of moving the
detector. They found that dif7icul1ies were encountered because of thermal lag of I ~ ~ . i ~und
t r r detector,
the need for more sophisticsled pliiise measuring
devices and the fact that part of the distance over
which the speed is averaged is nl\vc~ysin the wake of
the heater.

+
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I11 :6. Other low-speed ancrrron~r/er~.r
111:6(a). lorlizarion anemon~elrr; Lovelock and
Wasilewska[80], and Welmz1n[811.
In a moderate electric field, the movement of ions
through air is slow enough to he considerably
affected by air movement. Furtherlnore, the motion
of positive ions is little influenced by changes of
humidity.
Lovelock and Wasilewska[80] have
described an anemometer based on this observation.
A source of a particles at 120 V wns placed at the
centre of an earthed grid. Hy n~easuring the
current which flowed between source and grid, the
airspeed could be inferred. The grid was of
sufficient size to surround all the ions produced in
the air by the alpha particles. The very small
currents (about l o d 9 A) have to be amplified and

Iilr.csli,cqat ion of JVatural Pint ilat ion

the resulting instrument is sensiti~eto speeds down
to 0.15 ft,s at least. Within ahout 130' of the
horizontal plane and for all directions in the plane,
the calibration is accurate to about 3 per cent.
Although the r:idioactivity is quite low (a P and y
dosage of about 20 nirad/h at 1 ft is quoted) care
has to be taken i n use.
-

+

111:6(b). Lrr.vrr n/len701?leter; Maceck et a1.[82].
The \elocity of light through a moving medium
changes wit11 the speed of the medium. This effect
can be put to use as an anemometer. It has in fact
been used to check the accuracy of predicted
changes in light velocity i n air moving at speeds
greater than 16 ftis and it has been stated that there
is no reason why a more sophisticated instrument
should not Iiave sensitivities of less than 0.01 ft!s.
The measured speed is an average over the full air
path Iengtti a ~ l dairspeed components along one axis
only are mensurcd on one instrument. The passage
of light causcs no interference (on a practical scale)
to the airflow, and the time response to changes
should hc wry rapid.
TI1 :6(r). Soilir, ~1rlcr)tomeiers;Kaimel and Businger
F31.
If the vclocitics of two sonic signals travelling in
oppositc di~eclionsbetween two points are known,
the airspccd can bc deduced. Several instruments
have been \>uilt which utilise this fact. One[83] in
which p l ~ ~ ~
hliifls
c c due to the different path lengths
are used Ir)~lrlcrminethe transit times is accurate to
i-4 per cent ohrr a range of about -t 16 ftls, and
could plr~~rrnilt)ly
he used to detect airspeeds down
to aboul L1.0 Sl/s. 'I lie airspeed found is an average
over the air p i ~ t llength.
~
III:7. Atti~t~~or~ie/rrs
useable below 1 ftls
Table 9
Reference

0.01
0.07

1-cw-speed hot grid
Exposed hot wire
Shielded hot wire
Low-speed velometer

1751
[@I
[721
[58]

0.15

Ionization

[811

0.2

Hot wire microphone
Kata
Heated bulb
Drag plate

[71]
162,641
[65, 661
[53, 541

0.25

Hot grid

[741

0.5

Velometer
Low-speed vane

t571
[571

0.7

Low-speed cup

[831

0.1

IV. MODEL TECHNIQUES
IV :1. lt1fro(l1~rfio17
When it is difficult or impossible to make field
measurements on the scale required for a particular
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investig:ition (perhaps hccausc ofnon-transpor~able
equipment. or because a building exists only on
paper) progress can be 111nde by sin~ulationtechniques. This approach is particularly useful for
design purposes. since it is usually relatively easy to
make alterations to conditions.
This section will deal with techniques which
involve laboratory measurements. All ex-field
methods rely to some extent on assumptions about
conditions in the field. ranging from the relatively
few ;issuml?tions of a full-scale model to the
underlying asstimptions on which hypothetical
calculations are based. With this in mind. it is clear
that any silnulation or calculation method must be
proved against field rneasurenients before it can be
relied upon.

1V :2. fill1 size replicas
The occasions when it is worthwliile to build a
full size replica of a room or system of rooms are
obviously going to be few and far between, and no
applic;\tions of this method have been published.
On the other hand special rooms and buildings for
the investigation of various aspects of ventilation
have Iwen built. Although the techniques of field
meitsurcments can be applied in these rooms, their
value lies in the ability to incorporate special
devices, such as transparent walls or the ability to
alter the form or orientation of the room, or in the
case of dwellings, to incorporate special measurement devices.
IV :3. Srtlle rnodels
The pr~ncipalproblem with scale models is that,
in general, different physical phenomena are affected
to dimerent extents by a change of scale. In the case
of ventilation, the physical processes of ~ l c ~ s t
interest (and those which must be modelled most
accur~~tely)
are those of airflow and heat transfer.
This means that ideally, one would like to balance
buoyancy, viscous and inertia forces of the airflow
and licat flow by radiation. convection (natural and
forced) and conduction. In actual t~pplication.
some of these may be unimportant and others may
be in~errelatedin such a way that a change in one
variable may cause a predictable change in others.
Since only a certain number of factors are under the
experimenters control (at best the fluid material, the
model material, surface finishes, fluid speed,
temperature, model scale) a certain degree of compromise is inevitable.
IV:3(a). Wind-induced oentilarion ; Givoni[5 I],
Smith[52], and ~a'nnenburgand Van Straaten[84].
In order to produce the same airflow pattern
around a model as around a full size object, it is
normally necessary to use test conditions such that
the Reynolds number of the model flow is the same
as that o f the real flow. The Reynolds number is an
indication of the ratio of inertia to viscous forces in
the fluid flow and is dependent on the density,
viscosity and speed of the fluid and on the linear

size of the model. However, in model studies of
buildings i t is usually inconvenient if not impossible
to produce the correct value of the number.
Fortunately, objects with sharp corners and plane
surfaces tend to produce much the same flow pattern
over a wide range of airspeeds, and it has been
demonstrated that airflow and pressure distribution
outside a building are realistically modelled,
provided that the Reynolds number is greater than
a critical value (although much lower than the full
size value[52. 841). The actual parameter used by
Smith[52] was E = (2Ar)IP where A is the area of
the building, normal to the flow P is the perimeter
round which the air must flow and t. is the airspeed
well away from the building. The critical value was
about E = 2000 ( A , P in in2 and inches respectively, ti in ftimin). As an example of orders of
magnitude, for a 6 in. cube, the minimum velocity
to satisfy this condition is 500 ftimin, for a 5 ft
cube it is 50 ft/min and for a 50 ft cube only 5 ftimin.
Whether any equivalent criterion exists for indoor
flow is unknown.
Smith[52] compared airflow patterns in a model
and a full size experimental building and noted that
' Most of the . . . . . . patterns gave the same
airflow pattern in the models that they had given
in the experimental building '. By ' airflow pattern '
he meant the pattern of airflow paths as determined
by a smoke tracer. N o airspeed measurements are
quoted. One important point that he'noticed was
that small inaccuracies of the model (corresponding
to a 2 in. displacement of a window edge in the full
size) could cause major changes in the airflow
pattern. Givoni[51] gives some results of a test in
which airspeeds on a plane across a model room
were measured for several windspeeds, all from the
same direction. His verdict was that internal
velocity distributions were similar for various
external velocities and that the average velocity
remained at an ' almost constant ' percentage of the
external velocity. and he went on to investigate in
a similar manner, the effect of various window
configurations. In fact the average internal velocity
varied from 15 to 18 per cent of the external
airspeed, that is it varied by about +_ 10 per cent of
its mean value. He took four readings at each of 25
sites in the model at 7 different external velocities.
At particular sites, the four-reading averages had
r.m.s. deviations of from 5 per cent to over 20 per
cent of their mean values. ('Values' in the context of
his experiments being the internal velocity expressed
as percentages of the external velocity.) Thus, while
the general flow pattern appeared more or less
constant, there were quite large variations in the
relative airspeeds at different points in the model.
As a check on the constancy of the pattern, the 25
readings of each test have been ranked in decreasing
order of magnitude and the coefficient of concordance between the tests calculated as if each test
was an independent estimate of the pattern. The
coefficient was 0.65, which indicates a high degree of
resemblance between the rankings.

,

Thus, to sun~marize, published :~c.counts of
model studies of wind induced vcntil;~lionshow
that, provided that the model is accur.;~tc,general
patterns of airflow can be reliably prrdi~ted but
actual internal airspeeds cannot. As far as can be
ascertained, the models mentioned above did not
include furniture or occupants and no attempt was
made to reproduce the wind gradient or turbulence.
Several other authors have tackled the ~ ~ r o b l e mofs
the effect of turbulence and pointcd out the
relevance of their studies to model stlrdius of
ventilation (for example, several authors mentioned
by Pocock[85]).
The estimation of pressures around h~~ildinps
by
model techniques is fairly well estahlishcd nnd from
such data it may well be possible to infer air
movement into and out of a building ~ ' i l i rcnsoni
able confidence, although the intra-building flow
may be unknown. This has not beell cl~ecked
experimentally.
1V:3(b). Tl~ermallyinduced oetttilation; I'ochen(861,
Jakob[87], Parczewski and Renzi[88]. R111ikine[X9],
and Rydberg[90].
The problem of modelling thernlally induced
ventilation is compliciired by the need l o si tllulate
the temperature distribution of the model tts well as
the convective airflow. In the case of modellitlp of a
real building it may be possible to reproduce the
temperature distribution by heaters rtnhoddcd in
the model, but for design studies this i s t~nlikclyto
be possible and the model must tw tt~rrmiilly
accurate as far as is possible.
Even with steady conditions it is rurrly possihlc
to scale thermal effects accurately b c c n u ~dilrcrcnt
processes obey different scaling laws. 21 is possible
to compensate for some errors by distortirlg the
table
physical model materials. The followi~~p
(based largely on data in Purczewski and Ilcrl7.i[88])
shows how the heat flow from a sutl'itcc cllilnyes
when the two principill variables undergo t i H C H ~
change.

Scale change of:

Length

Te~lll,erat!lre

Mode of flow

(L)

(@I
-.

Radiation
Forced convection :
Laminar flow
Turbulent flow
Natural convection :
Laminar flow
Turbulent flow
Steady conduction

LZ

O4

~ 3 1 1
L915

0
0

~ 7 1 4

g114

L2

8113

L

0

When equilibrium conditions do not exist. time
scaling may be necessary. The modelling of airflow,
when thermal effects are present, is extremely
complex. According to Jakob[87], in order to

~

model free convection completelr, there are twelve
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dimensionless ratios (invol~ingeleven flow, paramctcrs) which must be preserved.
Occasionally model tests have been carried out in
which only the ratio of inertia and buoyancy forces
is maintained constant[86, 891.
(That is, the
Froude number is the same in model and full-size.)
This involves scaling either the airspeed or the
temperature used. If the temperature is scaled,
errors due t o heat losses by conduction or radiation
may be introduced. The two series of tests mentioncd (a ;-scale test of a large occupied chamber
with a forced ventil;ition system[86]--the problem
being the uniform dissipation of heat from the
occupants, and an inves~igationof fog dispersal[89]
using 1/15, 1/20, 1/60 oc;ile models) resulted in full
size constructions which showed the model tests to
be reasonably accurate.
Another approach was used by Rydberg[90]. H e
used brine as his fluid and produced density changes
by altering the salt concentration. By these means
he \\'as able t o investigate the air movements
resulting from opcni~iga window when there was a
temperature differcricc hctween the air on either side
of it. N o modelling 0l'hc;tt transport other than by
fluid motions \\,us possiblc und although he investigated the possihilily of' ~ i i l tdiffusion representing
heat transfer witl~intllc ~ i i rlle found it impractical.

These techniqi~ch~icl~ulld
o n the construction of
uniilogy bctu.l.ctr cllu~.~~clcristics
of the ventilation and some othcr pliysical variable (such as
electric circuit corirtr~~ils)
which are more readily
manipulated by the experimenter. Such analogies
may be establisl~cd vitl an explicit mathematical
model for the venliletinn processes, o r by a direct
correspondence h c t w c c ~tlle
~ two sets of variables
(which implies that thcy may be described by the
sumc mathemiltici~l nod el even though this may not
bc dctermincd). Tlic correspondence between
atli~logueand ecli1i11pl~cnornenais usually imperfect, but in somc cil.cl.rmstnnces the similarities are
grcilt.
ill\

Mechanical ventili~tion via ducts has been
electrically simuliited [e.g. 911 but a naturally
ventilated system of interconnecting rooms and
corridors is not normiilly well represented by such
a simple resistance nctwork, because of the lower
airspeeds and Iiirgel openings involved. The
processes involved in tl~ern~ully
induced ventilation
d o not lend themselves to easy simulation.
An alternative appronch would be t o try to
simulate the thermal conditions of a building and
t o find the necessary ventilation t o produce results
observed in the field. The accuracy of this method
would depend on the accuracy of the simulation
and of knowledge of the various heat flow paths.

V :I. Tracer tcrh~~icjlies
V :](a). There itre t n o methods of using tracer gases
t o investigate natural ventilation which are of
practical importance:
Tlle rate of decay tllerhod rccl~riresrelatively little
time and equipment and gives :I single result which
is an estimate of the rate of change of air in the
enclosure? assuming perfect ~ilixing. The uncertainty of the method has becn estimated as being up
t o $ 1 5 per cent in field conditions. Bias in the
estimate is likely. but this is srn:ill compared to the
random errors.
Tlre transf~~t.
itidcjx ~i~erhotl
does not depend on
assumptions about mixing. I t yields a set of transfer
indices between points showing the amount of air
movement betlveen them, from which it is possible
t o infer effecti~eventilation rates. The aGount of
information which may be produced about the
detailed movement of air is large, but correspondingly, so is the effort (in terms of time and
equipment and analysis of results) involved. The
accuracies uhlch can be achieved should be considerably better than those of the rate of decay
method. but no detailed investigation has been
published.
V:l(b). Tlrc c*o~rlhitiation
of g a tr11d
~ detector with the
least experimental drawbacks is helium measured
with a katharometer. In the absence of flames o r
electric heating elclnents the conibination of nitrous
oxide measured by i.r. absorption is competitive,
a n d has a wider riinge of detcclable concentrations.
Over long senes of tests it is also more economical.
However in thcsc clrcunlstanccs hydrogen, measured
with a katharomcter has all the advantages of the
helium-katliarometer combination with the additional attractloll that, in the United Kingdom,
hydrogen is much cheaper than helium.
V :2. Air mor*rlrlent
V:2(a). Aitjlo~c~puttert~
rletermi~iariotl. Probably the
best single mcthod of finding the air circulation
pattern is to use one of the va~.inussmoke tracers.
a s these more nearly follow kertlcal air movements.
I n large spitces, neutral buoyiincy balloons are
easier t o trace.
V:2(b). Lout uirspeed determir~ntion.The lowest air
motion detectable is 0.01 f t k , this being possible
with a low-speed hot-grid anemometer. This figure
is for horizontril airflow, the limiting vertical motion
detectable is unknown. If an instrument having
less effect on the flow is required (the hot-grid
instrument is ltbout I in. square and includes flow
straighteners) a hot-wire anemometer has been
described[69] which is useable down to about
0.07 ft/s.

V :3. Model techrriques
V:3(a). Windinduced ventila~ioti. With careful construction it is possible t o use wind-tunnel models to
determine external pressure distributions and

E. R. l-litchirz and C . B. I1 ilsort
qualitati\,epntterns of indoor air moiemcnt. Actual
indoor airspeeds have nowhere been reliably
estimated in models. There is no evidence for o r
against the use of models to predict ventilation rates
due to wind action.

V : 3 ( r ) . Ailnlr:quc n~c~tlcls.N o electrical sinlulation
of actual ventilation has bccn published. The
niethods of simulating airflow in a system o f ducts
by a resistance netbork \vill not :~ccuratelyrepresent
natural ventil ut ]on.
'

V:3(b). Tllelmollj~inthrced z.erltilarioi~. There is
insufficient evidence to establish whether thermally
induced ventilation can be accurately determined by
model studies.

~4cknov,edgrment-This review has been prepared as
of
a r,se,r,h programme supported by the Ministry of public
Building and Works.
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